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mug lost in his enormous hands while the hairs of his moustache
swam in the liquid. And then, the tea drunk, he would fall
silent as by enchantment and sit motionless on the iglerk while
I went back to sleep.
The Arctic is a perpetual course of lessons, and it is the
weather which, with an inconceivable harshness, inflicts upon
you the first of these lessons. I might be filled with grievances
against Shongili: a blizzard would rise, and on the instant
everything would be forgotten; it would force me to forget
myself and to remember only that Shongili and I were two men
fighting together in the same cause.
It started towards half-past two. We were on the trail. Sud-
denly the wind was blowing hard. In a moment all the dogs
but the nearest were in a mist, — a gust struck the sled square
on and tossed it about like a straw, and through the storm came
the weird howling of the invisible huskies. Strangest of all, this
was not bad weather. A barometer would have stood on Tair.'
This was a ground wind running at fifty miles an hour along the
surface of the earth, blowing up the snow, enclosing you in a
wall of snow; but the wall was not thirty feet high, and over-
head the sky was blue, serene, despite the vortex in which you
gasped for breath.
We stopped, built an igloo as best we could, while the dogs
went to sleep under layers of snow. When we turned round, all
that remained of them was occasional tufts of hair sticking up
like grey patches of weed, so that we had to hunt them out,
scratch about, walk upon them and boot them in order to save
them from suffocation and send them elsewhere to sleep.
Here again Shongili undertook to show me what it meant to
be an Inufc, *a man, pre-eminently.' Placidly, he lit his pipe,
prodded the ground with his harpoon, and went off in search of
proper snow. While he disappeared and reappeared, I stood
perfectly still. I dared not stir: if I stirred I was lost; and if I
became lost . . . Finally he bent down, scratched round with
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